
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL SUPERMARKT 

WO KANN MAN SPEISEN KAUFEN? 

TIP OF THE WEEK: HOW TO SURVIVE A GERMAN 
SUPERMARKET? 

Paying by card 

Germany is a nation notorious for cash payments, and supermarkets are no exception. However 

this is changing, especially at big chain supermarkets in bigger cities where sometimes it's even 

possible to foot the bill with a MasterCard or any other international credit card. 

But if you ask, "Konnte ich mit Karte bezahlen?" there's a good chance the affirmative answer you 

receive refers only to EC Karten, or a German debit card which withdraws money directly from your 

bank. 

The finish line, aka check out 

Congratulations, you've almost made it to the end of your shopping experience. But it's not over yet. 

Expect to bag your groceries as quickly as possible, lest be met by annoyed looks of the shoppers 

behind you. 

"The only thing that slows the checkout staff down is loose veggies;· Berlin-based stand up 

comedian Chris Davis told us earlier this month. "I like to put a kiwi and potato in the one bag to 

give me time to pack." 

At some supermarkets, especially discount ones, there is little to no room to pack at the end. It's 

typical to - whilst juggling a half-filled bag of groceries in one and haphazardly holding on to 

remaining items in the other arm - relocate to a packing station where you can calmly bag your 

groceries. 

At some supermarkets, particularly Rewe, it's now possible to find self-service check-outs. But 

being a new technology - for Germany anyways - I've noticed people still forming long lines at the 

conventional check-out, as this technological marvel beckons the already-accustomed foreigner. 

As with anywhere, there are always exceptions at German supermarkets. Cashiers who smile and 

make eye-contact, expensive Emmentaler - especially at the Biomarkten (organic supermarkets) -

and crowds of camels which gather at night in front of a Lidl (yes, this actually happened last 

week). 

While supermarket shopping in Germany can, quite literally, be a mixed bag of experiences for 

foreigners, it's above all fun. I always find it fascinating to peruse the markets of other countries, 

and despite being comfortable settled here, never stop observing what's in store next. 


